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RCF3096 & RCF(M)3010 Models
Features

Benefits

Surpassed rugged
industry standards

All Land Pride Cutters have been designed and tested and meet rigorous voluntary testing
procedures.

540 or 1000 rpm

Fits wider variety of tractors.

High gearbox hp rating

Gearboxes are built rugged. See Specifications for actual Gearbox hp ratings.

5 Yr. limited gearbox warranty

Shows our confidence in the gearbox integrity.

3 Gearboxes

Allows equal torque to be spread to left and right gearbox.

Splined rubber flex-couplers
between the center and
outboard gearboxes

Protects the driveline and gearboxes from hard objects in the blade path.

Pull-Type constant velocity
driveline option

Constant velocity driveline reduces chatter and extends life of U-joint during turns.

Slip-clutch protection
on main driveline

Slip-clutch is more convenient than shear-bolt, protects gearbox against sudden impact.

8'- Cat. 1 & 2 or 10'- Cat. 2 & 3
3-Point & Semi-mount hitches
or pull-type hitch

Fits a wide range of tractors.
Semi-mount and Pull-type fit older tractors without a top link and smaller tractors without
enough lift capacity.

10 Gauge deck, fully welded

Fully welded deck adds rigidity.

1/4" Thick sidewalls

Protects sidewalls from thrown objects.

Round back design

Allows for cleaner and efficient discharge of material, helps eliminate damage to rear
corners by not sticking out.

Pull-type w/dual leveling rods

Dual leveling rods eliminate deck twisting when going over uneven terrain.

Chain or rubber guard option

Reduces flying debris.

Full length skids
with replaceable shoes

Adds reinforcement to side panels. Replaceable shoes allow for change before wearing
through to weld-on piece.

Splined blade hub

Splined blade hub offers tight non-slipping attachment to output shaft.

3/16" Round stump jumper

Standard stump jumper aids in sliding over obstructions, which helps protect gearbox
output shaft.

1" x 4" Blade bar

Heavy-duty blade bar adds support to stump jumper as well as gearbox output shaft.

1/2" x 4" Heat-treated blades

Heat-treated blades last longer than non-heat-treated blades.

2 1/2" Diameter cutting
capacity

Aids in cutting brush.

High blade tip speed

Means cleaner cutting. See Specifications for actual blade tip speeds.

Laminated tires

Laminated tires can handle almost any condition and don’t go flat.

Quick Hitch adaptable

3-Point and semi-mount are Quick Hitch adaptable.
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